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A medieval pottery production centre at 
Norlington Lane, Ringmer, East Sussex

The Lewes Archaeological Group (LAG) undertook a two-year excavation 
programme on a medieval pottery production centre which was under threat 
from deep ploughing. The first year showed that a substantial deposit originating 
from a waster heap had been spread over the workshop remains. The second 
year uncovered a kiln, for which it was a priority to obtain an archaeomagnetic 
date. Following the excavations, the LAG instigated a programme to evaluate 
the pottery by using a database, and to obtain a petrological analysis of the 
fabrics, along with a drawing record of the pottery types. The results would 
help with understanding of the medieval Ringmer pottery industry, accomplish 
a more accurate dating for Sussex Pottery, and develop our understanding of 
medieval kiln technology.

By David Gregory

◆

Table 6. Phase 2 Wide-Necked Jar rim diameters on Rim 
Types 1 & 6.

Rim diameters 
in cm Rim Type 1 Rim Type  6

12 1
14 3 1
16 35 9
18 70 21
20 124 51
22 53 4
24 8 3
26 5 4
28 1
32 1
38 1

Total no. of sherds 301 94

Table 7. Phase 2. Bowl rim diameters.

Rim diameters in cm Number of sherds
14 3
16 3
18 6
20 10
22 9
24 18
26 17
28 16
30 10
32 81
34 20
36 24
38 2
40 2
48 1

Total no. of sherds 222

Table 9. Frequency of jug frilled bases types.

Number of sherds Percentage
Number of base sherds, diameters in cm
14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

Base Type 73 60 27% 9 11 4 5 4 1
Base Type 74 2 1% 2
Base Type 75 104 48% 17 10 12 10 3 1
Base Type 77 10 5% 2 2 1
Base Type 79 31 14% 1 3 2 4 1 2 1
Base Type 80 5 2%
Base Type 81 6 3% 1 1

Table 8. Demonstrates the most frequently found glaze colours used on the Phase Two jugs.

Glaze colour No. of sherds % Slip No. of sherds %
Dark green 780 59 White Slip (Interior of Jug necks) 113 9
Brown/Red 305 23      
Light green 203 16      
Orange 24 2      
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PETROLOGICAL REPORT ON THE FABRICS  
by Kathryn Knowles
Fabric One (COLL66/1)*
Abundant, rounded to subangular monocrystalline quartz 
inclusions (average size c. 0.2–0.3mm across) extending up 
to l.0mm in size. Smaller abundant tiny quartz inclusions 
can be seen in the groundmass, in addition to possible tiny 
flecks of mica. moderate, rounded to subrounded argillaceous 
inclusions (often remaining as voids) c. 0.2–0.6mm across can 
be detected along with occasional to common small rounded 
iron ore inclusions 0.lmm and smaller in size.

Fabric Two (COLL66/2)*
Same as Fabric One, in both aplastic inclusions and the 
groundmass.

Fabric Three (COLL66/3)*
very abundant rounded to subangular monocrystalline quartz 
inclusions (average size 0.lmm across) extending up to 0.5mm 
with rare long flecks of mica c. 0.2mm across and rare rounded 
chert/flint inclusions. Occasional tiny limestone inclusions 
can also be detected along with occasional plagioclase 
and potash feldspar inclusions 0.lmm and smaller in size. 
moderate rounded to subrounded argillaceous inclusions up 
to c. 0.6mm across can also be seen.

Fabric Four (COLL66/4)*
Petrological examination revealed moderate to abundant 
monocrystalline quartz, rounded to subangular in shape 
and c.. 0.4mm–0.8mm across (rounding of the quartz grains 
suggests they were formed in a desert/aeolian environment.). 
Tiny inclusions of monocrystalline quartz can also be seen 
in the groundmass. Occasional polycrystalline quartzite, 
subangular to subrounded in shape and 0.6mm across can also 
be detected. Large frequent subangular to angular flint/chert 
inclusions c. 0.5–l.8mm in size can also be seen in addition to 
large, occasional subrounded argillaceous inclusions c. l.0mm 
in size. The groundmass contains moderate to frequent laths of 
muscovite mica and occasional rounded grains of red iron ore.

Fabric Five (COLL66/5)*
Occasional subangular monocrystalline quartz inclusions 
2.0mm across can be detected along with large angular to 
subangular flint/chert inclusions c. l.0mm in size. Occasional 
argillaceous inclusions rounded to subrounded in shape and 
1.5mm in size can be seen in a groundmass of abundant 
quartz, mica (and possibly feldspar).

Fabric Six (COLL66/6)*
Large abundant subangular chert/flint inclusions are 
most common c. 0.8mm across, extending up to 1.5mm. 
monocrystalline quartz can also be detected, subangular to 
rounded in shape and c. 0.3–0.4mm across extending up to 
rounded grains c. l.2mm across. Subangular polycrystalline 
quartz is also present 0.7mm across, and smaller abundant 
quartz can be seen in the groundmass. (Rounding of the 
grains again suggests that they were formed in a desert 
environment.) Rare grains of metamorphosed subangular 
quartzite 0.6–0.8mm across were also detected. Occasional 
large rounded argillaceous inclusions up to l.5mm in size 
were also present, in addition to tiny rare laths of muscovite 
mica in the groundmass.

Fabric Seven (COLL66/7)*
very abundant well-sorted monocrystalline quartz, subangular 
to subrounded in shape and c. 0.lmm and smaller in size. 
There are also rare subrounded sandstone grains of a similar 
size to the quartz mentioned above. Subrounded flint/chert is 
also present, c. 0.3mm extending up to l.5mm across and rare 
rounded argillaceous inclusions 0.3–0.7mm across.

Fabric Eight (COLL66/8)*
Frequent, rounded to subangular monocrystalline 
quartz inclusions c. 0.2–0.7mm across and rare, rounded 
polycrystalline quartz l.5mm in size. (Again the rounded 
quartz grains are indicative of being formed in a desert 
environment.) Smaller monocrystalline quartz can be seen 
in the groundmass, in addition to small laths of muscovite 
mica and occasional rounded iron ore inclusions c. 0.lmm and 
smaller in size. Occasional argillaceous inclusions subrounded 
in shape and extending up to 0.8mm in size are also present, 
in addition to rare rounded chert/flint inclusions c. 0.4mm 
across. An unidentified heavy mineral is present 0.lmm in size.

Fabric Nine (COLL66/9)*
Abundant relatively well-sorted monocrystalline quartz, 
rounded to subangular in shape and c. 0.3 –0.4mm across, with 
rounded grains extending up to 0.8mm in size (rounded grains 
= desert environment). Occasional subangular polycrystalline 
quartz, 0.3–0.4mm across in addition to tiny quartz inclusions 
can be seen in the groundmass. Occasional large subangular 
inclusions of flint/chert, c. 0.5–l.5mm across are also present.

*UK Database of Ceramic Thin Section reference numbers.

COPPER ALLOY
Context 1, plough soil near the site
medieval copper alloy buckle with strap ends and surviving 
fragment of leather. Bar at the end of the buckle has a copper 
alloy plate rounded on to it. Copper alloy strap has been bent 
around the other bar and two rivets held it in place with the 
leather belt; the end of the metal strap is missing The prong is 
also missing, but a small section had been cut into the metal 
strap for its placement. Buckle is 15mm long, 18mm wide. 
Copper alloy strap 13mm wide 

medieval copper alloy ring brooch, appears to have no 
decoration, corroded pin support. External measurement 
28mm, internal measurement 23mm.

Probably medieval copper alloy plate, probably from the 
buckle end of a leather belt. Rectangular shape with rounded 
edges. Plate has five round holes in an X pattern, holes 1mm 
diameter. Width 15mm, 28mm long.

Buckle fragment, age uncertain. 

Context 4 
Copper alloy ring brooch. Ring has indented slashes decoration 
on one side with corroded pin support. External measurement 
37mm, internal measurement 21mm. Illustrated.

Context 20
Copper alloy ring brooch. Remains of a raised diamond 
decoration between two bands on the surface edge (3mm 
width), with chamfered edges to the base (5mm width). Also 
remains of a pin support, and remains of a pin. External 
measurement 44mm, internal measurement 24mm, Fig. 21.
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IRON
Context 1
Nail head, 15mm across, heavily coroded.

Context 2
Six nail fragments, five nail heads approximately 15mm 
across, a nail fragment with a head of 20mm across, plus a 
possible heavily corroded nail fragment. Also found in this 
context was a fragment of iron slag, and an unidentified 
heavily corroded iron fragment. 

Context 3
A possible nail fragment and an unidentified heavily corroded 
iron fragment

20mm diameter across. Also four fragments of heavily 
corroded iron, and a fragment of iron slag.

Context 4 
Four nail fragments all heavily corroded, three heads have a 
measurement of approximately 15mm across, also a possible 
nail fragment.

Context 6
Horse shoe fragment, heavily corroded. One nail fragment 
with a head of approximately 20mm diameter across. Also 
four fragments of heavily corroded iron, and a fragment of 
iron slag.

STONE
Context 1
Two different whetstone fragments, hard sandstone. Possibly 
medieval. 

Context 4
Whetstone fragment.

BONE
Animal bone did not survive well, probably due to acids 
in the soil, however in some contexts where dumped clay 
encapsulated bone material, survival was good. 

Context 2
A ghost outline of a sheep size long bone was noted in Context 
2. However a few bone fragments were recovered from various 
contexts and some analysis was possible. 

Context 6
Cattle size rib fragment and a left Cattle proximal (1st) 
phalange.

Cattle left side jaw fragment with molar and premolar 
teeth present, wear pattern showing the animal was over 
three years old when slaughtered.(Grant 1982; Silver 1969). 
Also two right sided Cattle incisors, plus various cattle size 
fragments.

Pig: Proximal end fragment of a left side tibia. A male 
right canine tooth. 

Context 7
Right side Cattle jaw fragment with m3 and m2 teeth present, 
with a wear pattern similar to the jaw found in Context 6. It 
is possible that this and the Cattle jaw from Context 6 came 
from the same animal. 

Also a probable vertebra fragment.
Because of the higher density of bone in Cattle, some 

bone fragments did survive, also clay deposits protected 
some fragments especially in Context 6. But little can be 
said of the animal bones without a reasonable comparison 
from other species. 

CHARCOAL REPORT by Joy Ede
Joy Ede did a preliminary report on the charcoal specimens 
recovered from the site. However she did require further work 
to look at some unidentified species. Unfortunately most of 
the charcoal specimens were kept at the Lewes Archaeological 
Group’s store at the Lewes District Council premises in North 
Street, Lewes, and were consequently lost during the flood at 
Lewes in October 2000.

Samples from Contexts 6, 11, 12, 17, 19, 20, 25 and 29 
showed a limited range of species present, but the only species 
positively identified is oak (Quercus sp.)

ARCHAEOMAGNETIC DATING by Dr A. J. Clark and 
Dr W.A. mcCann
measurement Ref. AJC-134
Feature: Pottery Kiln
Lat: 50.9°N; Long: 0.067°W
Orientation: Sun
Sampling method: Discs
No. of samples used/taken 14/16
Removal of viscous magnetisation: 15 mT AF Peak field
Sampled 6/12/94 (A.J. Clark). Final report 31/7/98 (W.A. 
mcCann)
In the laboratory, the samples were found to be highly 
magnetised. Preliminary processing was carried out before 
a pilot sample was subjected to the staged demagnetisation 
process to remove any viscous magnetism present. 
Demagnetisation did result in an improvement of the overall 
results. Therefore the date range present below is that obtained 
post de-magnetisation.

The mean direction of magnetic remanence after the 
last firing was:

Dec. = 10.891°W; Inc. = 56.390°; alpha-95 = 2.177°
This gives a date range of ad 1220–1255 at the 68% 

confidence level and ad 1200–1270 at the 95% confidence 
level. 

Fig. 21. Copper Alloy objects.




